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Abstract
The C++ programming language o0ers a wide range of coding alternatives to programmers.
Some language characteristics inherited from C are potential sources of problems during the
evolution of a system. Global variables, arbitrary branches, pointers, memory management in-
structions and macro directives are examples of them. The resulting code may be di5cult to
understand, maintain and test, if such language features are used without proper discipline. The
Java language was designed with the explicit goal of excluding all troublesome features that can
be found in C++, by disregarding some of them (e.g., globals), and disciplining other ones (e.g.,
pointers). For several companies the migration to Java is not strategically feasible. Nevertheless,
the adoption of its philosophy within C++ code could help improve the quality of the software.
In this paper a subset of C++, named Cjj, is de9ned which is compliant with Java, in that it
enforces a Java-like programming style, while forbidding all C++ constructs that are in contrast
with it. A tool for the veri9cation of the compliance of an input source with Cjj was developed.
It veri9es if any of the constraints de9ning Cjj is violated. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The adoption of a programming discipline is one of the most important means that
can be exploited to handle the complexity of developing large software systems. Modern
programming languages o0er a wide spectrum of alternatives during software develop-
ment. At the high level, the organization of the code and the assignment of functions
and data structures to modules is a crucial choice. Then, when moving to the imple-
mentative details, identi9er names, comments and control ?ow are examples of areas
where the lack of a discipline may produce catastrophic consequences, since the sys-
tem becomes di5cult to understand, evolve, maintain and test, and only its author is
possibly able to successfully intervene on it.
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The importance of introducing rules to improve software maintainability is discussed
in [5], where a language is proposed allowing programmers to formally express con-
straints on their software and automatically detect violations. Examples of constraints
that are considered in [5] are stylistic constraints, e.g., related to the choice of names
for program entities, implementation constraints, typically aimed at preventing incor-
rect program behavior, and design constraints, on the overall system organization. The
usage of a disciplined C is proposed in [12] to o0er C programmers a syntactic and
semantic guidance in writing code that does not use obscure tricks, with the sole justi-
9cation that “it works”, but rather is of high quality in terms of understandability and
maintainability.
The C++ language [16] is a very complex and multifaceted programming language.
Several books [6,8,9,13] deal with directions and guidelines for the development of
high quality, clean C++ code. In C++ it is possible to declare global variables. The
ripple e0ects of changing the value of a global variable are hard to handle and ex-
plicitly violate encapsulation. Control ?ow in C++ can become unmanageable because
of the use of goto statements. Pointers can be exploited to access any memory area,
and pointer arithmetics can be used to arbitrarily navigate from location to location.
Since the address of any data structure can be assigned to a pointer, there is poten-
tially room for any violation of encapsulation and for any side e0ect. Private or local
data structures can become public via pointers. Another relevant problem in C++ may
be represented by memory leaks. Memory management is totally charged to the pro-
grammer, who has to allocate and deallocate properly all needed data structures, via
new and delete statements. The absence of automatic garbage collection in C++
forces programmers to write complex and error prone code fragments for a task that is
largely out of the core functionality of the system under development. Simple, native
data types (int, short, ...) are fragile in that their size is compiler dependent, and
consequently legal ranges and operations result fuzzily de9ned. In C++ functions and
methods can have a variable number of arguments, via the vararg mechanism. This
is another source of errors that are di5cult to detect statically, in that the compiler
cannot perform any check on such arguments. Compatibility with C is the reason for
several misleading and potentially dangerous C++ language features like, e.g., struc-
tures, unions, globals, etc. Finally, preprocessor directives can be used in C++ to
de9ne any textual replacement, possibly with parameters. This can be used for con-
stants, functions or even to modify the surface syntax of the language, often making
the code di5cult to read and understand.
The Java language [11] was designed as a better C++ [1]. In the early days of
its development, it was called C++–, meaning that it was intended to retain the
good parts of C++ while subtracting the bad ones. In Java everything must be in
a class, so that there are no global data structures. Control ?ow is very disciplined and
jumps are permitted only to graciously leave loops (via break and continue). Point-
ers, called references in the Java jargon, are used to access objects, but their mani-
pulation is strictly disciplined and they cannot be exploited to access any memory
location. Pointer arithmetics is not allowed. Java comes with an integrated memory
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management system. A garbage collector frees memory as soon as it is no longer ref-
erenced by the program. Simple data types have 9xed size in Java, so that operating
on them is not hardware dependent. Variable argument lists and other features that
C++ inherits from C are not part of Java, and no kind of preprocessor directives was
introduced.
A large amount of software is still developed in C++, and migration to Java 9nds
resistances for several reasons. The 9rst of them is performance, since C++ o0ers
execution times dramatically lower than those that can be obtained with Java. Secondly,
there is a large amount of legacy code written in C++ that should be otherwise
rewritten, and a relevant portion of it is library code. Finally, it is not clear what the
di0usion of Java will be in the future, with remarkable consequences on the quality
of the compilers and of the libraries that will be available for it. In such situations a
strategic choice may be to continue using C++, while introducing some restrictions
that make it more disciplined. Renouncing to some of the C++ features and enforcing
some good programming practices could lead to higher quality code.
In this paper we propose the adoption of a set of constraints de9ning a subset of
C++, named Cjj, which is compliant with Java, in that it admits only C++ constructs
having a Java counterpart. All good characteristics of the Java language can be incor-
porated into Cjj code, provided that a set of constraints is respected by programmers.
A tool was also developed for the automatic veri9cation of the constraints de9ning Cjj.
A programmer who adopts Cjj has to run it after compiling the code. Only when no
violation message is reported the input source can be considered legal Cjj code, and
therefore compliant with Java. Constraints are of two kinds. Some rules are related to
the adoption of a Java-like programming style, while a second set of rules is devoted
to discarding all C++ features that violate it. Support libraries are also required to
substitute some of the facilities supported by C++ in a way di0erent from Java’s
(e.g., strings and I=O).
This work is part of a collaboration between our research centre, ITC-irst, and CERN,
the research centre for nuclear physics in Geneve. The collaboration aims at studying
methodologies and tools to improve the quality of the code developed at CERN. A 9rst
result of the collaboration was the delivery of RuleChecker, a tool for the automatic
veri9cation of coding conventions [14]. As a continuation of such activity, the extension
of the considered coding conventions, de9ned for C++ programs, so as to make C++
compliant with Java was considered an interesting topic.
Another attempt to de9ne a language which improves upon C++ resulted in the
de9nition of C# (C-sharp) [7]. The main di0erence between Cjj and C# is that the lat-
ter is actually a new programming language, obtained as an evolution of C++ which
includes both limitations and extensions of the original language. As a consequence C#
requires its own compiler, libraries, programming environment, etc. On the contrary,
Cjj is a subset of C++ and it contains only limitations over C++, making it Java
compliant. A consequence is that no new compiler has to be produced and available
libraries, possibly wrapped, can still be used. The only support tool that we devised
for Cjj is a coding conventions veri9er, which automates the compliance check for
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a given input source. Moreover, Cjj is biased on Java, which is assumed to be the
reference language, while improvements introduced in C# are not anchored to an ex-
isting language, and rather derive from the experience of C# designers.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the constraints that are
adopted to import the Java programming philosophy into Cjj. Section 3 contains a set of
forbidden C++ constructs, limiting the alternatives during code writing.
Section 4 gives some indications on the library classes that are required for a real
usage of Cjj. The tool for constraint veri9cation is described in Section 5, and con-
clusions are drawn in Section 6. Appendix A contains the implementation of a binary
search tree both in Java and in Cjj.
2. Mapping Java to C++
In order to determine the C++ constructs that are part of Cjj, a map is de9ned going
from Java to C++ (see Fig. 1). Since such mapping involves groups of statements, it
is possible to de9ne the associated C++ instructions both in positive and in negative
terms, i.e., by explicitly declaring the form of the target constructs or by forbidding
the constructs in the complement set. In some cases both forms are given for clarity.
In the following, for each Java construct an equivalent C++ form will be de9ned.
Consequently, constraints on the possibilities o0ered by C++ are derived. They are
tagged with RJ (Rules for Java compliance).
2.1. Types and declarations
In Java variable types belong to two categories: simple types and compound types.
Simple types represent atomic, single valued entities, such as integers and characters.
They are allocated on the program stack within the declaration. Compound types are
obtained through classes, and will be discussed later. Java o0ers also the possibility to
declare collections of simple types with arrays.
In C++ simple type variables can be allocated both on the stack or dynamically
(for example, via the new operator). The usage, enforced by Java, of di0erent allo-
cation strategies for simple variables vs. objects simpli9es code maintenance, making
Fig. 1. Cjj is de9ned as the range of a map from Java constructs to C++ constructs.
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management and access to data structures only dependent on their type. Therefore, a
constraint is introduced, so that Cjj conforms to Java:
RJ 1. Simple type variables should be allocated on the stack. They cannot be
allocated dynamically.
In Java numeric types have range and behavior that are explicitly speci9ed by the
language. For example, short is a signed 16-bit integer type, while the int type is
required to use 32 bits for the internal representation of the numbers. This is not true
for C++, where di0erent compilers implement numeric types with di0erent numbers of
bits. A correspondence table between Java simple types and Cjj types is given below.
It was derived from the typical type sizes that can be found in the available compilers.
Java C++
byte char
short short
int int
long long
Java C++
?oat ?oat
double double
char char
boolean bool
A remarkable di0erence is the char type, which is implemented with 16 bits in Java,
since Unicode was adopted for the representation of the characters, while typically in
C++ char is an 8-bit type associated to the ASCII character code.
In Java the legal constants of type boolean are true and false, exactly as in
C++, where the name of the type is bool. Di0erently from Java, C++ can interpret
numeric values as boolean, being zero associated to false, and a non-zero value to
true. Moreover, in C++ even pointers can be regarded as boolean values. They are
considered true when they are assigned a legal memory address (di0erent from 0).
The possibility to use numeric and pointer expressions in logical conditions is a
source of programming errors that was removed in Java, by enforcing the boolean
type of all logical expressions. A similar constraint is introduced in Cjj as well:
RJ 2. All logical expressions must evaluate to type bool. Consequently, numeric
and pointer expressions are not allowed where a logical expression is expected.
Type casting is necessary whenever a larger type must be narrowed to a smaller one
(e.g., from double to float). Java syntax for type casting is also available in C++
(and consequently in Cjj).
While in Java instance variables are automatically initialized with their creation, in
C++ such a guarantee is not provided, and an unde9ned value is associated to those
not explicitly initialized. A speci9c constraint is therefore introduced in Cjj:
RJ 3. All instance variables of each class must be initialized within the class
constructor(s).
The default initializer should be 0 for numeric variables and pointers (in the latter
case Java uses the constant null), and false for the bool type.
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In Java, variables declared inside nested blocks of statements cannot be named the
same as variables declared in outer blocks. In such cases the compiler gives an error.
On the contrary, the possibility to declare multiple times a variable with a given name
within di0erent nested statement blocks is granted in C++. Since this is a potential
source of programming errors, it is forbidden in Cjj.
RJ 4. Multiple nested declarations of variables with the same name is not allowed.
Constraint RJ 4 does not prevent one from declaring class 9elds and local variables
with the same name, neither 9elds and parameters with the same name. In fact, it
applies only to nested declarations, i.e., declarations inside di0erent nested blocks of
statements belonging to a same method.
2.1.1. Arrays
In Java arrays are objects with a public 9eld length, storing the array size. Being
objects, they are allocated dynamically through the new operator, as the other normal
objects. Moreover, since the length of arrays is explicitly recorded, bound checking
can be automatically enforced in Java.
In C++ arrays can be both allocated dynamically and within a declaration. Array
size is not automatically recorded, so that out of bound accesses must be detected by
the programmer.
C++ native arrays are retained in Cjj, although they are not real objects, but
their behavior is disciplined so that they become object-like entities. Of course, utility
classes can introduce an alternative version of arrays, as, for example, a class Array,
which encapsulates attributes and operations and automatically performs bound check.
As discussed in Section 4, such a class is expected to deal with the type of the con-
tained objects in a way substantially di0erent from native arrays, since templates are
not allowed (see Section 3). For such reasons C++ native arrays are considered still
useful and are part of Cjj.
In Cjj arrays can only be allocated dynamically, as in Java. An integer variable with
the name of the array and su5x length must be declared immediately before the
array allocation, so that it can be used for the allocation and it provides a place where
the array size is stored. Example:
int x_length = 10;
double* x = new double[x_length];
Variable x length plays the role of the Java 9eld x.length. Note that x has type
double* rather than double[]. This is due to the return type of the new operator,
which is a pointer, even when arrays are allocated. C++ array declarations of the form
double x[10] are no longer allowed.
Initialization of arrays within their declaration works di0erently in Java and C++.
A variable of type array can be initialized while declared through a list of initializers
within curly brackets. In Java such a construct is a shorthand for the invocation of
the new operator followed by the sequence of assignments necessary for the full array
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initialization. The behavior of initialized arrays in C++ is similar, except for the kind of
allocation, which is performed on the stack instead of the heap. Were array initialization
allowed in Cjj, array objects would be split into two totally di0erent categories: those
created via new, allocated dynamically, and those initialized, created on the stack.
Their lifetime would correspondingly be di0erent, in that the former are expected to
be deallocated when necessary, while the latter are automatically deallocated when
out of scope. Moreover, initialized arrays cannot be returned from a method in C++,
being stack allocated, while they can in Java, being dynamically created. To avoid
such ambiguities, that are potential sources of errors and troubles, array initialization
is forbidden in Cjj, as a consequence of the following constraints:
RJ 5. Arrays can be allocated only dynamically through the new operator.
RJ 6. Array allocation must be preceded by the declaration of a constant integer
variable, storing the array size. Such variable is used for the allocation within the
new expression. Its name should be the name of the array su3xed with length.
When an array is passed as a parameter to a procedure, the reference to the array
object is passed by value, and therefore every modi9cation on the array components
is performed on the same object, shared by calling and called procedures. In order to
make the length 9eld of the array available inside the called procedure, it should be
passed to it as an additional parameter. Thus, the signature of a function f with only
one array parameter will be: f(int x length, double x[]).
RJ 7. If an array is the parameter of a function, an additional parameter with its
size must be passed to the procedure, whose name and type follow rule RJ 6.
Array indexing is the same in Java and in C++ (and therefore in Cjj). Given an
array x with size x length, its index has the range going from 0 to x length - 1.
Array bound checking must be manually enforced in Cjj.
RJ 8. Each array component access must be preceded by a bound check (the
access expression should be between 0 and x length - 1 for an array x). The only
exception is the case where a demonstration is provided (possibly within a comment)
showing that array bounds are not violated.
Typical cases when array bound checks can be avoided are loops, where the loop
variable is initialized within the array bounds, its only modi9cation is an increment or
a decrement within the body of the loop, and the continuation condition checks that
array bounds are not exceeded. Example:
for (i = 0 ; i < x_length ; i++) {
x[i] = x[i] + 5.2 * y;
/* statements not modifying i */
}
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Since the for loop successively assigns to i values within the array bounds and no
other statement modi9es it, the check is not done. Other more complex situations
require that the bound check be explicit. Example:
for (i = 0 ; i < x_length ; i++) {
int ii = i * k1 - 4 * k2;
if (ii >= 0 && ii < x_length)
x[ii] = 5.2 * y;
else
throw new ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException();
...
}
Multidimensional arrays require that more than one dimension be speci9ed. The size
of each dimension can be stored in integer variables su5xed length1, length2,
etc. The allocation of multidimensional arrays can be performed by iterating on each
dimension, from left to right, and in turn allocating memory for the nested arrays.
In fact, multidimensional arrays are arrays of arrays both in Java and in C++.
2.2. Operators
All operators available in Java are also part of the C++ language, and the semantics
is equivalent. The unsigned right shift operator >>> de9ned in Java can be obtained in
C++ by applying the right shift >> to unsigned values.
2.3. Statements
Java statements are almost identical to C++ statements. The only relevant di0erence
is represented by the statements break and continue, when followed by a label.
Such Java statements are intended to cover the few legitimate uses of jumps to control
execution ?ow. A break is followed by a label, associated to a block of statements, to
jump out of the block. Labels following break statements can only be used to tag a
block of statements, i.e., a sequence of statements within curly brackets, and the label
precedes the open bracket. A continue is followed by a label, associated to a loop, to
jump to the termination condition of the loop. Labels following the continue cannot
be used with statements di0erent from loops. Statements break and continue without
labels behave in Java exactly as in C++.
In C++ it is possible to obtain the same e0ect as Java break and continue fol-
lowed by a label, by exploiting the goto statement. Note that this is the only legitimate
use of the goto statement in Cjj.
RJ 9. Jumps interrupting the control 7ow are only allowed when going immediately
after the end of a block of statements or before the termination condition of a loop,
i.e., before the closed brackets of its body.
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Cjj loop statements are not labelled directly, as in Java, because labels preceding for
and do-while statements are interpreted di0erently in Java from C++. Actually, in
Java only the termination condition is re-evaluated when jumping to a labelled for or
do-while, while in C++ for statement and do-while body are re-executed entirely.
To avoid such a problem, continuation labels are located in Cjj just before the closed
curly bracket of the loop.
Examples of legitimate use of goto statements are:
while (c1)
{
...
{
...
{
...
if (c2)
goto b; // break b;
if (c3)
goto a; // continue a;
...
}
}b:;
...
a:;}
The empty statement (;) following label b is necessary whenever no statement fol-
lows the closed bracket of the block. In Java it is possible to label a block of statements,
thus providing a way to ?ow after its end, while in C++ a labelled block would pro-
duce a jump before the block. A label after the end must be used instead. Labels
associated to continue statements, as, e.g., label a above, are always followed by an
empty statement, being placed immediately before a closed curly bracket.
2.4. Classes
A Java class is mapped into a C++ class. Instance variables and methods are
declared similarly (di0erences are discussed later). In method invocations, parameters
can be passed by value according to both languages. Consequently, the mapping of
such construct does not require any additional constraint.
2.4.1. Object references
In Java an object is created via the new operator, and is accessed through a reference.
In C++ an object can be created both via the new operator or directly in the declaration.
Such an object can be accessed correspondingly through a pointer or directly through
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the name used in the declaration. Moreover, C++ gives the possibility to de9ne aliases
(called references in the C++ jargon, but not to be confused with the Java references),
through which an object can be given an alternative name to access it. Example:
Java C++
Point p = new Point(); Point* p = new Point();
Point p();
Point& q = p;
In the left column a Java Point object is created and assigned to a Java reference p.
The 9rst C++ statement on the right column assigns a new Point object to the
pointer p. The second statement creates an object directly in the declaration, while the
last statement declares q as an alias of object p (the one declared in the previous line).
Object creation in Cjj exploits the new operator, and the access to the object is
provided through a pointer. In fact, Java references correspond to C++ pointers, if
arbitrary pointer manipulations are forbidden, as imposed by the other constraints in
this document. Both Java references and C++ pointers contain information to reach
the heap location where the object was created, rather than being a symbolic name
of that location. The latter is instead the case occurring for C++ objects created
directly in the declaration. Having just one standard way of managing and accessing
objects improves code readability and makes it more uniform across programmers. The
following constraints are established:
RJ 10. Objects can be created only via the new operator. Creation within declara-
tion is forbidden.
RJ 11. Objects can be accessed only via pointers. The use of aliases (C++ refer-
ences) is forbidden.
Arrays of objects must obey the rules on dynamic allocation of both arrays and
objects (RJ 5 and RJ 10). A typical example of creation of an array x containing
objects of class A, compliant with Cjj, is the following:
int x_length = 100;
A** x = new A*[x_length];
for (int i = 0 ; i < x_length ; i++)
x[i] = new A();
Note that the type of x is A** because the array is of pointer type and each object
reference must in turn be a pointer to dynamically allocated objects.
2.4.2. Polymorphism
Polymorphism in Java is very close to that de9ned in C++. Methods are identi9ed
by their name and signature, and multiple versions of a method distinguished only by
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some parameter type are allowed in both languages. When rede9ning methods within
derived classes, Java and C++ di0er on the default assumptions. In fact, in Java
methods can be rede9ned by default, while in C++ they have to be declared virtual
to be so. In turn Java requires that methods not to be rede9ned be explicitly declared
final, while this is the default for C++.
RJ 12. All methods are declared virtual, unless they are explicitly intended not
to be redened by derived classes. In the latter case, the programmer has to add the
following comment at the beginning of the method declaration line: /* final */.
Abstract classes, delegating part of their implementation to the subclasses, corre-
spond to C++ classes containing pure virtual methods. The Java finalize method
corresponds to the C++ destructor, with a remarkable di0erence: garbage collection
is automatic in Java, and therefore method finalize is automatically invoked by the
garbage collector, when operating, while in C++ object destruction is charged to the
programmer. 1
2.4.3. Inheritance
Inheritance has equivalent semantics in Java and C++; provided that public deriva-
tion is used in the latter language. The main di0erence is that C++ permits multiple
inheritance, while Java does not. Actually, multiple inheritance is a potential source of
di5culties in code maintenance and understanding, because it makes possible the mix
of attributes and operations coming from disparate branches of the class hierarchy.
For most applications of multiple inheritance the Java notion of interface can be
employed (see also RJ 15). The following constraint has to be respected by Cjj code:
RJ 13. Multiple inheritance is not allowed, apart from superclasses playing the role
of interfaces.
All Java classes (apart from Exception and Error, which descend from class
Throwable) are subclasses of the special class Object, de9ned by Java itself. Conse-
quently, pointers to objects of any class can always be assigned to pointer-to-Object
variables. In this way, several data structures can be constructed for the manipula-
tion of objects with no regard to their concrete type. Examples are container classes
(e.g., vectors, sets, lists, stacks), recursive structures (e.g., trees, graphs), dictionaries,
etc. A similar organization is required to hold in Cjj:
RJ 14. All classes (apart from Exceptions) descend, directly or indirectly, from a
common top level class representing generic objects.
1 Libraries implementing automatic garbage collection can be linked to C++ code, although no native
support is provided.
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2.4.4. Interfaces
Java’s interfaces describe the signature of a set of methods that the users of the
interface can rely on. An interface cannot be instantiated, since it describes only the
parameter and return types of the available functions. Consequently, classes have to be
built which implement a given interface. They will provide the body of all methods
described in the interface. Classes can implement any number of interfaces. Interfaces
live in a di0erent hierarchy from classes and unrelated classes can implement the same
interface, when they may play the role described by the interface. In addition, Java’s
interfaces may collect a set of shared constants, but no instance variables other than
constants are allowed.
Cjj relies on the possibility to de9ne classes containing only pure virtual methods and
on the mechanism of multiple inheritance, properly disciplined, to obtain the equivalent
of interfaces in C++ code. The following rule holds:
RJ 15. A class plays the role of an interface if all its methods are pure virtual and
all its attributes are constants.
Multiple inheritance is allowed (see RJ 13) only when all superclasses (except one)
play the role of interfaces, i.e., contain only pure virtual methods. In this way, derived
classes do not inherit any behavior or attribute (apart from constants) from the interface
superclasses. On the other hand, by descending from an interface they guarantee their
users that the set of methods declared in the interface is implemented by the class.
2.4.5. Access protection
While Java provides mechanisms for access restriction at the package level, in C++
they are not available. The di0erences in the behavior of the access speci9ers private,
protected and public are all limited to the package visibility. In particular, the
default scope is the package in Java, while it is the private one in C++.
2.5. Exception handling
Exception handling in Java is very similar to that de9ned for C++. Blocks of
statements can be guarded by means of try-catch pairs, providing the programmer
a way to graciously recover from errors and possibly terminate or resume execution.
Exceptions are objects and new exception classes can be de9ned by the user. Methods
throwing exceptions should declare it, so that their clients can properly guard their
invocation. The only Java construct for which no counterpart is available in C++ is
the finally clause, which is executed just before a given method returns, both in case
of normal return and in case of abnormal return due to exception throwing.
In C++ exception objects can be thrown and catched by using either references
or pointers to them. In accordance with constraints RJ 10 and RJ 11 only the latter
possibility should be exploited.
RJ 16. Exceptions are created via the new operator and handled via pointers.
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As in Java, Cjj requires that a class hierarchy, parallel to the one starting at class
Object, exist for exceptions. The root is class Throwable in Java:
RJ 17. All exceptions descend, directly or indirectly, from a common top level class
representing generic throwable objects.
2.6. Code organization
In Java each source 9le contains the de9nition of exactly one class (apart from nested
classes), and has conventionally the same name of the class, with extension .java. In
C++ there are two kinds of source 9les, header 9les and implementation 9les. Header
9les contain declarations of global entities, such as functions, types and variables, and
class de9nitions. In turn, class de9nitions typically contain only the declaration of
methods, while their de9nition can be found in the implementation 9le. A common
practice is to include the body of methods in the header 9le when they are short.
In Java, when a class exploits the services provided by another class (e.g., by
declaring an instance variable whose type is such a class), the environment vari-
able CLASSPATH is accessed by the compiler (and later by the interpreter) to 9nd
the location of the used class. If necessary, the used class source code is automati-
cally recompiled. In C++ the usage of a class must be declared either by including
its header 9le (#include directive), or by forward declaring the class. The former
possibility becomes mandatory, for example, when methods of the included class are
invoked. Consequently, the split of the code into header and implementation 9les has
to be retained also in Cjj, but a constraint can be introduced so that only one class is
de9ned in each pair header=implementation 9les. File names can therefore be the same
as the name of the class (with extensions respectively .h or .cc).
RJ 18. Each header=implementation le contains the denition of exactly one class
and is named as the class, with proper extension.
Java packages roughly correspond to C++ namespaces. Consequently, in Cjj a
package is introduced by the namespace clause (corresponding to the Java keyword
package), while its usage requires a using clause (corresponding to the Java import).
Di0erently from Java, in C++ no restriction is enforced on the physical location of
packages. They can be in any directory, while in Java the structure of directories and
subdirectories must correspond exactly to the package=subpackage organization of the
code. Enforcing a tight mapping between programming entities (classes, packages) and
physical entities (9les, directories) simpli9es comprehension activities and enforces a
standard and uniform organization of the code. Therefore, the following constraint has
to be respected by Cjj code:
RJ 19. Classes belonging to a package are physically stored in a directory with
the same name of the package. Classes of sub-packages are correspondingly stored
in sub-directories.
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All entities in a package can be imported or alternatively classes from a package can
be individually selected. In Java this is achieved by means of the statement import
pack1.* and import pack1.A, respectively, to import all classes in package pack1 or
class A of package pack1. In Cjj the corresponding statements are using namespace
pack1 and using pack1::A. According to rule RJ 19 header and implementation 9les
of classes in package pack1 are assumed to be physically stored in a directory named
pack1.
In Java program execution starts with an implicit invocation of the static method
main of the class on which the interpreter is run. In C++ execution is still initiated
through an invocation of main, which instead of being a class method, is a global
function. Encapsulating everything, including the main driver of the program, inside
classes is one of the fundamental concerns of Java, aimed at simplifying the pro-
gramming notions to be dealt with and adopting a single uniform framework (the
class) for all functionalities to be implemented. In order to make Cjj code organiza-
tion as close as possible to Java, the following structure of the execution start up is
imposed:
RJ 20. The header=implementation le for a class A, from which execution is ex-
pected to start, declares=denes a global function and a static method main. The
structure of the header/implementation le should be:
class A {
...
static void main(int args_length, String* args[]) {
...
}
};
void main(int argc, char* argv[]) {
int av_length = argc - 1;
String** av = new String*[av_length];
for (int i = 0 ; i < av_length ; i++)
av[i] = new String(argv[i+1]);
A::main(av_length, av);
}
Class A is required to implement a static public method main with the signature given
in RJ 20. Before passing the control to A::main, the global function main trans-
forms the array of pointers to char into an array of String objects, so that the
parameters of A::main be compliant with rule RJ 24 on pointers. Note that while
C++ command line arguments include the name of the executable as 9rst argument,
Java and Cjj do not. This is the reason for copying one argument less from argv
to av.
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3. Reducing C++ to Java
In the following, each C++ construct having no corresponding form in Java will
be associated to a constraint which forbids it. Its replacement in Java style will be
described where appropriate.
3.1. Types
Bit 9elds can be exploited in C++ to specify the exact number of bits a structure
9eld occupies. Surprisingly, packing several variables by means of bit 9elds does not
necessarily save space and typically the associated manipulation code, generated by the
compiler, increases. They are not supported in Java.
RJ 21. Bit elds cannot be used.
In C++ an enumeration de9nes a type that can hold a set of integer constants
speci9ed by the user. In Java the only way to de9ne new types is creating a class, and
class constants are de9ned as final static variables. No other construct for grouping
integer constants is provided. The constraint that everything in Java, and consequently
in Cjj, is a class and no other user de9ned type exists is one of the reasons for the
simplicity and clarity of the Java code.
RJ 22. Enumerations cannot be used.
C++ references are an alternative to pointers to access locations without creating a
whole copy of the data structure. Since the mechanism exploited by Java is equivalent
to disciplined pointers, it is prescribed in Cjj, with no functional loss. Adopting just
one construct to access objects enforces a standard programming style that makes code
easier to understand and maintain.
RJ 23. References cannot be used.
Strings can be implemented in C++ as arrays of characters, and are then manipulated
via pointers to characters. This opens to the possibility of low level byte manipulations
based on pointer arithmetics and direct memory address access. Such kind of program-
ming revealed highly prone to errors and di5cult to comprehend. Therefore in Cjj, as
well as in Java, strings are assumed to be implemented as real objects, whose layout
and interface are de9ned in a proper library class. Consequently, all string manipula-
tions and all operations on individual string characters are mediated by the string class
interface, without the need to directly work on memory addresses.
Since constant strings (e.g., "abc") are interpreted as arrays of char in C++, the
string library class is required to be compatible with char[]. A minimal implementa-
tion of the string library class may include a constructor with a char[] argument, to
be used whenever string constants are introduced and need to be converted for further
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processing. However, string constants cannot be directly assigned to pointers to string
objects, neither can they be manipulated as if they were real objects of string type.
In Section 4 a set of requirements on a library class supporting strings is discussed,
together with some implementation details.
The constraint that pointers to characters be not used as strings descends from the
impossibility, in Java, to introduce pointers to simple types. Only objects can be ac-
cessed via pointers (Java references). That is why the following constraint is not limited
to the type char:
RJ 24. Pointers to simple types cannot be used.
A consequence of constraint RJ 24 is that the type void*, which is used in C++
for pointers to generic objects, is also forbidden. In Cjj there is no need for the void*
type, since all objects descend from a top level class (corresponding to the Java class
Object), as stated in RJ 17, and pointers to such top level class replace C++ pointers
to void in all their uses.
Functions and methods invoked at a statement can be made parametric, in C++,
by exploiting pointers to functions or methods. A pointer can be assigned the address
of a function or a class method, so that the actual function or method invoked can
be decided at run time. Di0erent control ?ows can lead to di0erent assignments of
functions or methods to the considered pointer, resulting in a dynamic dispatch of the
call.
Such low level manipulation of functions and methods is a potential source of in-
tricate code. In Java the dynamic dispatch of function calls can only be obtained via
polymorphic invocation. If a call depends on the run time conditions, it should be
issued on an object whose actual type is decided at run time. Given the generality of
the dynamic invocation mechanism o0ered by Java, which is also available in C++,
the alternative represented by pointers to functions and methods should be forbidden.
Code that is heavily based on pointers to functions and methods could be re-written
in terms of polymorphic invocations, thus resulting in a class organization and high
level design that directly represents the need to dynamically dispatch some operations,
instead of relying on pointer assignment and manipulation.
RJ 25. Pointers to functions and methods cannot be used.
3.2. Operators
The possibility, o0ered by C++, to take the address of any memory location, by
means of the operator address-of (&), and to modify the pointer to the memory area, by
means of pointer arithmetics, is one of the main sources of errors in C++ programs.
Direct access to memory via an address is a low level feature of the C++ language
that makes almost any data manipulation possible, with no regard to the information
hiding principle and the scoping rules. Taking the address of locations exposes them to
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potentially unpredictable ripple e0ects, since they may become accessible from every
program point where their addresses can be propagated. Therefore, encapsulating the
internal features of their structure and providing a clear and sharp interface to them
could be compromised. Pointer arithmetics adds even more problems, since locations
reached when a pointer is moved may be out of the bounds of the sequence of interest,
with possibly catastrophic e0ects.
In Java addresses are not explicitly available to programmers and cannot be directly
manipulated. It is not possible to take the address of any memory location. Object
addresses are actually stored with Java variables of type reference, but their nature
can be totally ignored by programmers. Java references to objects can be thought of
as handles of dynamically allocated objects. Being handles, they can only be stored,
passed to=returned from methods or modi9ed so as to reference a di0erent object. No
other low level manipulation is allowed.
Cjj adopts the Java notion of handle for the access to objects (see RJ 10 and RJ 11).
Consequently, all low level operations involving pointers are forbidden. They include
the access to the size of a data structure, typically used for direct memory allocation
and unnecessary when the operator new is properly exploited.
RJ 26. The address-of operator (&) cannot be used.
RJ 27. The dereference operator (*) cannot be used.
RJ 28. Pointer arithmetics is not allowed.
RJ 29. The sizeof operator cannot be used.
In C++ operators get-from (>>) and put-to (<<) are used for input and output of
data from=to streams. Global variables cin, cout and cerr are used for standard input,
output and error, respectively. Such awkward notation attaches new semantics to the
operators used for bit shift, and is not intuitive at all for C++ novices. Moreover,
instead of encapsulating stream operations into stream classes, C++ provides global
functions (actually, operators) for them.
In Java input and output operations are provided by library classes belonging to the
package java.io. Class System contains the public static variables in, out and err
for standard input, output and error, being the 9rst of type InputStream and the latter
two of type PrintStream. Classes InputStream and PrintStream, which, in turn,
descends from OutputStream, provide several methods for data access and print as,
e.g., read, print and write respectively. Additional I=O classes are available from
package java.io.
In Cjj an organization of input and output streams that parallels the one provided by
Java can be achieved only by de9ning proper libraries (see Section 4). For example,
a class System should be available with public static variables in, out and err, with
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the same meaning as in Java. To enforce their usage, the alternatives available in C++
are not accepted.
RJ 30. Operators get-from (>>) and put-to (<<) cannot be used, as well as the
global stream variables cin, cout and cerr.
3.3. Statements
In C++ aliases of type names can be de9ned through a typedef statement. This
is sometimes a necessity, given the high number of alternatives for type de9nition
(e.g., enumerations, function pointer types, etc.). In Java the only user de9ned types are
the user classes, and therefore there is no need to introduce aliases. On the contrary, the
presence of type aliases may be a source of confusion, making program understanding
harder. Since Cjj does not allow any alternative type de9nition other than the class,
typedef statements can be avoided.
RJ 31. Type aliases introduced by typedef statements are not allowed.
Arbitrary jumps make control ?ow unnecessarily complex and di5cult to compre-
hend. Functions based on unstructured goto statements are likely to be badly designed
and their re-writing, aimed at using just structured constructs, is expected to improve
their readability and maintainability. The only legitimate usages of jumps are aimed at
obtaining the equivalent of Java labelled break and continue statements, as discussed
when introducing the constraint RJ 9.
RJ 32. Goto statements cannot be used, with the only exceptions described in RJ 9.
3.4. Classes
C++ inherited from C the possibility to de9ne structures and unions, which mimic
some of the features available from classes, with slightly di0erent semantics. Since
they do not o0er any additional facility over classes, they are forbidden in Cjj. As in
Java, Cjj has only one construct, class, for the de9nition of user classes.
RJ 33. Structures and unions (struct and union constructs) cannot be used.
In C++ the encapsulation of information inside a class can be deliberately violated
by declaring that other classes or functions are friend. All internal information of a
class becomes public to the friends of that class, which can access and modify it as if
they were part of the class.
The friend construct is an explicit violation of the information hiding principle,
which may introduce unexpected dependencies among di0erent parts of a system. All
friends of a class are potentially exposed to any change of the class internals, and the
impact of such changes is in general di5cult to predict. Usage of the friend construct
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implies renouncing to some of the main bene9ts of object oriented programming, i.e.,
separation of concerns and encapsulation of implementative details.
In C++ the introduction of friends of a class is often enforced as a programming
style, since global functions and operators, as, e.g., those for input and output, need
to access the internals of the class. Since Java and Cjj do not allow the de9nition
of global functions, and enforce a programming style based on the usage of methods
de9ned within classes, there is no reason for retaining the friend construct.
RJ 34. Friend classes and functions are not allowed.
3.4.1. Methods
Method arguments in C++ can be given default values, and their number can be
unspeci9ed. Initial default values of method arguments allow invocations with less ac-
tual parameters than those in the method signature. On the other side, the possibility
to have an unspeci9ed number of arguments, indicated with the ellipsis, allows invoca-
tions with more parameters than those in the signature. Both mechanisms may induce
programmers to call methods incorrectly. When some parameters are missing, they are
not detected by the compiler if default values are speci9ed, while additional parame-
ters, replacing the ellipsis in the signature, are not type-checked by the compiler, so
that their validation is totally charged to the programmer.
Since default and unspeci9ed parameters are variants of overloading, the latter is the
only mechanism allowed in Cjj, as well as in Java. When di0erent signatures can be
associated to a same functionality the method is overloaded to represent all alternatives
explicitly.
RJ 35. Default and unspecied method arguments are not allowed.
In C++ methods can have local variables declared to be static. Their initialization
is performed only when execution reaches their de9nition for the 9rst time. Then, their
value is retained among successive calls. They act as objects that are recorded for
successive use, without being explicitly declared as such. Their use may be dangerous,
due to the subtleties that make them di0erent from normal local variables, and the
behavior of the code may become di5cult to understand and predict. Java does not
support them, and so does Cjj.
RJ 36. Static variables local to methods cannot be used.
3.4.2. Overloading
In C++ all operators de9ned for built-in types can be overloaded. Given a user
de9ned class A, it is possible to de9ne the statements to be executed when an expression
like, e.g., a1 + a2 is encountered, where a1 and a2 are objects of type A. No restriction
applies to the semantics of the overloaded version of a given operator. Common sense
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would suggest that operators are overloaded only by classes for which a semantically
equivalent operation can be carried out, but the compiler has no way to check it, so
that operators can be reinterpreted by programmers with total freedom. If misused or
abused, operator overloading can have a negative impact on code understandability.
Given an expression, as, e.g., (a + b) * c.d, it becomes non-trivial deciding which
operators are the usual, built-in ones, and which are function calls, behaving according
to a user de9ned code fragment. Even very simple statements may generate chains of
invocations with potentially ripple e0ects and state modi9cations that are not apparent
from the expression in the code.
A particular kind of operators that can be overloaded in C++ is represented by
conversion operators. They allow the de9nition of the actions to be performed when
transforming an object of a type into an object of another type by explicit or implicit
cast. Combined with normal operator overloading, they increase the di5culties asso-
ciated to understanding the result of an expression. In fact, if an expression involves
objects of di0erent types, conversion operators are implicitly invoked so as to make
the expression computable. Therefore, in addition to having possibly unexpected func-
tion invocations associated to standard operators, implicit function invocations for type
conversion can also occur.
On the other side, a disciplined use of operator overloading with some particular
kinds of objects can lead to simpler programs. Classes which introduce mathematical
entities such as matrices or complex numbers could bene9t from operator overloading,
since the exact meaning of the most common mathematical operators is clear and
unambiguous for such entities, and at the same time the code becomes similar to the
corresponding mathematical equations.
In the Java community there is a debate on the introduction of operator overloading
as an integral part of the Java language [15], the motivations for having it being mainly
associated to the numerical types that are implemented by means of new classes (matri-
ces, complex numbers, big integers, etc.). When de9ning Cjj, we decided to adhere to
the current release of Java, which does not allow programmers to rede9ne the meaning
of the basic operators provided by the language. If a future version of the Java lan-
guage will include a disciplined mechanism providing an overloading functionality for
operators, the current constraint imposed on Cjj will be relaxed, but some restrictions
over C++ may still be necessary.
RJ 37. Operator overloading is not allowed.
3.4.3. Inheritance
In C++ there are three forms of inheritance: private, protected and public inheri-
tance. According to Java and Cjj’s notion of inheritance, a derived class is a subtype
of the base class, i.e., it specializes the behavior of the base class while remaining
consistent with it. This corresponds to C++ public derivation. On the contrary, when
protected or private derivation is used, the public operations in the base class are hid-
den, and can be accessed only by the derived class plus, in the case of protected
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derivation, its descendants. Private and protected derivation modify the usual notion of
inheritance in a subtle and non-obvious way.
RJ 38. Private and protected class derivations are not allowed.
3.5. Packages
C++ namespaces can be employed to implement in Cjj the notion of package,
as de9ned by the Java language (see RJ 19). However, there are some di0erences
between C++ namespaces and Java packages. Namespaces can be used in C++ to
provide selective access to classes and functions from a module. In fact, only the
declarations inside the namespace statement in the included header 9le are visible to
the user module. Entities that were deliberately excluded from the header 9le are not
accessible. On the contrary, Cjj does not exploits namespaces to introduce an additional
9lter to the set of classes de9ned in a package. The correct usage of namespaces in
Cjj prescribes that no alternative interface to the classes in a namespace be provided
by declarations within additional header 9les.
RJ 39. Namespaces cannot be used to provide multiple interfaces to modules.
Name aliasing is generally not supported by Java. Aliases are potential sources of
confusion, forcing the programmer to build a mental map of the alternative names.
This is also the case of package names. On the contrary, C++ provides a construct
for namespace aliasing.
RJ 40. Namespaces cannot be aliased.
Finally, in C++ the name of the namespace is optional, and unnamed modules
can be de9ned, with the only purpose of preventing name clashes. Java and Cjj use
packages as an architectural decomposition technique, and their name is intended to
be always meaningful and representative of the packaged functionalities. Name clashes
are handled as a consequence, and are not the main concern.
RJ 41. Unnamed namespaces cannot be used.
3.6. Globals
C++ inherits from C the possibility to de9ne global objects. In particular, global
functions and variables can be mixed with classes in C++. Java enforces a purely
object oriented programming style and does not allow anything but classes. Since
class attributes and methods can be declared static, data structures and operations
are available also at the class level, in addition to the object level. This eliminates
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the need for global entities. Encapsulating even static entities gives the program a
clear logical structure in which no environment exists outside classes. Operations are
assigned to classes even when their existence does not depend on object creation (e.g.,
Math::sqrt(...), computing the square root of a number), and the same holds for
attributes (e.g., the constant Math::PI).
RJ 42. Global functions and variables cannot be dened.
3.7. Genericity
Templates are the basic C++ mechanism to achieve genericity, i.e., to de9ne classes
and functions that are parametric with respect to one or more types of manipulated
entities. For example, a method sort can be written in C++ operating on a sequence of
objects whose type is not prede9ned. Since the body of the sort performs a comparison
between entities, when the method is invoked on a sequence at a program point, the
compiler can check whether the class of the objects to be sorted de9nes the required
comparison operation or not. Since the type of the objects to be sorted is speci9ed in
the template declaration, the compatibility check can be performed at compile time.
In Java genericity is achieved by exploiting the automatic derivation of user classes
from the general class Object and the possibility to de9ne the operations expected
from a class as an interface to be implemented by that class. Thus, generic containers
can be built by using the class Object as the type of the contained items, and when
an algorithm works on generic objects, provided that they implement a given set of
methods, it has to be declared as working on items whose type is an interface with
the required operations. For example, a sort method can be de9ned which assumes
that the objects to be sorted implement the interface Comparable, which declares
a comparison method. If at run time a sort operation is invoked on a sequence
containing objects that do not implement the interface Comparable, an exception is
raised. The main disadvantage with respect to C++ is that some compatibility checks
are done during execution instead of compilation. On the other hand, a Java programmer
using a generic operation on an object has to explicitly declare that such an object
implements the required interface, while in C++ no declaration is necessary. The
C++ compiler checks if the operated objects possess all the operations required by
the generic function. If this is the case, no error occurs and the needed operations are
automatically invoked.
A discussion is currently ongoing within the Java community on the opportunity of
introducing genericity in the Java language. An expert group was formed and produced
a document [2], called Java Speci9cation Request (JSR #14) according to the Java
Community Process terminology, in which the requirements for such an extension of the
language have been addressed. The document was recently approved by the executive
committee, so that one of the next versions of Java is expected to incorporate its
suggestions.
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Several proposals (GJ [3], NextGen [4], and PolyJ [10]) were developed to inves-
tigate the technical issues of the language extension. They are indicated in the JSR
#14 as candidate technologies upon which a draft technical proposal could be built.
All of them include explicit clauses specifying the operations to be provided by every
instance of the parametric type. They di0er on the levels of backward compatibility
with existing code and libraries, and on the modi9cations to be made on the Java
Virtual Machine so that it properly handles parameterized classes.
We decided to be compliant with the current version of the Java language, and we
postpone a modi9cation of the following Cjj constraint into a weaker one until the Java
explicit support to genericity will be clari9ed. As a consequence, the current version of
Cjj provides generic classes and algorithms by means of interfaces (see RJ 15) and by
deriving every user class from a top level general class (see RJ 17). All C++ features
related to the de9nition and usage of templates are forbidden.
RJ 43. Templates cannot be used.
Since the Standard Template Library (STL) has become an integral part of every
standard C++ programming environment, it would be important for Cjj to bene9t of
its functionalities. STL cannot be used directly, according to constraint RJ 43. How-
ever, it is possible to de9ne wrapper classes, within the support libraries assumed to
be available to Cjj programmers, allowing STL (indirect) access without any explicit
declaration of templates. Such wrappers are discussed in Section 4.
3.8. Preprocessing
C++ invokes a preprocessor operating macro substitution before entering the parse
phase of the compiler, while Java does not. Macros are used in C++ to de9ne constants
and pseudo-functions (macros with arguments), and to conditionally compile only some
portions of the input source. Extreme use of macros may even lead to rede9ning
the surface syntax of the language, thus making the code quite di5cult to read and
understand.
Of course, rede9ning the surface syntax of the language via macros is extremely
dangerous, but even other uses should be avoided. The preprocessor cannot check the
type and scope of variables involved in macros, so that subtle errors are left to a manual
detection. Moreover, the literal substitution associated with macros may generate code
where the precedence of operators is not the intended one. Even conditional compilation
can be misused, if cuts are introduced in the code at a too 9ne granularity (statements
or expressions within statements). Using constants and methods, as de9ned by the
language, instead of macros improves the clarity of the code and makes manual checks
easier.
In Cjj there is no need to retain any usage of macros, apart from header 9le include
guards, protecting the header 9le from multiple inclusion.
RJ 44. Macros cannot be used, except for header le include guards.
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4. Utility classes
This section contains a proposal for a set of utility classes that should be available
in a realistic Cjj programming environment. They represent a minimal library replacing
or wrapping the main C++ facilities and core functions that are not adherent to Cjj.
They are derived from the Java library, so that additional details on their expected
interface and organization can be found in the literature about Java (e.g. see [11]).
Utility libraries provided in a working Cjj framework are not required to preserve the
names and organization of the classes and methods described in the following. They
must necessarily be compliant with Cjj constraints, and they should o0er functionalities
comparable to those listed below.
4.1. Wrappers of simple types
For performance reasons, primitive types, such as int and char, are not part of
the Cjj object hierarchy and are passed to methods by value. Di0erent methods can
share a common instance of a variable of primitive type by de9ning and instantiating a
wrapper class. Some standard wrappers should be provided as part of the Cjj standard
utility library.
An abstract class Number should be de9ned as an interface to all standard scalar
types (long, int, short, char, float, double). Accessor methods to retrieve a
Number as a simple type should be provided (doubleValue( ) returning a double,
intValue( ), : : :). Subclasses of Number (e.g., Integer, Double, : : :) provide addi-
tional static methods to parse a number of a given type from a string or to convert it to
string (e.g., parseInt(String) and toString(int), respectively). Class Character
is a simple wrapper around a char, while Boolean is useful to wrap a bool for pass-
by-reference situations.
4.2. Strings
Strings are important for most programs, and therefore one of the library classes
required in any implementation of Cjj is the String class. In accordance with constraint
RJ 24, string manipulation via char pointers is not allowed, and real objects are
associated to each string instance.
Strings are created by invoking a constructor from class String. For example, an
empty string can be constructed by the statement: new String( ), passing no parameter
to the constructor. An important string constructor is the one accepting an array of
characters as parameter. In fact, it bridges the gap between constant strings and string
objects. The following statement creates a string initialized with the constant "abc":
String* s = new String("abc");. On the other side, it is not possible to assign a
constant string directly to a String* variable, while in Java it is.
A special syntax is available in Java for string concatenation. The operator + is
overloaded so as to return a string with the concatenation of the string representations
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of its operands. It can be applied both to simple and user de9ned types, generating
the invocation of proper conversions to string. Since it is not possible to overload
operators in C++ when they have pointer arguments (in this case, String*), it is not
possible to extend the usage of operator + to cover string concatenation. Consequently,
concatenation is achieved in Cjj by invoking the method concat from class String,
which is also de9ned in the Java version of class String. It creates and returns a new
String object, containing the concatenation of the two character sequences. This is an
example of string construction by successive concatenation:
String* r = new String("xxx");
String* s = new String();
s = s.concat(r);
s = s.concat(" abc ");
s = s.concat(144);
s = s.concat(’\n’);
Method concat is overloaded so that it can be invoked with a parameter of type
String*, char[], int, char, ... . After each invocation a new String object is
returned. To append character sequences at the end of those in the current string
object and avoid the creation of a new object, the class StringBuffer has to be
used instead of String. In fact, class String can only be employed to instantiate
immutable objects, and each time String objects are manipulated, new instances are
created to hold the result.
String comparison is provided by method equals, returning true or false ac-
cording to a character-by-character comparison of the involved strings. Note that the
operator == performs a completely di0erent test, since it compares the pointers and
not the character sequences in the pointed string objects. A comparison method that is
useful for string ordering is method compareTo, whose integer result is negative if the
string precedes its input parameter, zero if the two strings are equal and positive if it
follows the parameter string.
4.3. Input and output
Most programs access external data to accomplish their tasks. Information is retrieved
from input sources and results are stored into output destinations. The abstraction
underying generic input and output is called stream in Cjj, as well as in Java and
C++. Two abstract classes, InputStream and OutputStream, are conceived to pro-
vide a high level interface to streams. Both classes operate at the byte level, and their
respective methods read and write can be used to get bytes from, or to put bytes to,
streams. Subclasses of InputStream and OutputStream are specialized for di0erent
kinds of streams. Two important cases are classes FileInputStream and FileOutput
Stream, providing methods to access disk 9les.
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A class hierarchy that parallels the one starting at InputStream and Output Stream
is devoted to handling streams under the assumption that they contain characters, instead
of bytes. The two top level classes, Reader and Writer, provide methods similar to
those in the byte-oriented counterparts (e.g., read, write, etc.), apart from the involved
input=output variables, which are of type char. Classes FileReader and FileWriter
are specializations operating on 9les.
Formatted textual output can be achieved by exploiting the methods in the class
PrintWriter. Its constructor accepts a Writer object as argument, which becomes
the destination of all output operations. Formatting is achieved by invoking methods
print and println (the latter adds a new line at the end), which are overloaded
for all simple types, for the type String and for any Object instance, which should
implement its own version of the toString method invoked during the formatted
output operation.
Formatted input from text 9les can be obtained by means of the StreamTokenizer
class, whose constructor accepts a Reader object as argument. The input character
stream is divided into tokens according to a default or user de9ned token syntax (the
default is 9nely tuned for the Java language). Method nextToken can be invoked to
read the next input token.
4.4. Class System
Class System is a convenience class, grouping entities and operations that are con-
ceptually part of the surrounding execution environment. Fields in, out and err ref-
erence objects associated with the standard input, output and error, respectively. They
are public and static, so that they can be accessed at the class level. Since all 9elds
and methods of this class are static, there is no need to instantiate it.
Field in is of type InputStream, so that it can be used as an alternative input
source for all input operations. It can also be converted into a Reader, by exploit-
ing a constructor of class InputStreamReader, and be used in conjunction with a
StreamTokenizer for formatted input.
Fields out and err are of type PrintStream, which is an old version of class
PrintWriter, supporting similar operations for formatted textual output. Being a de-
scendant of class OutputStream, it allows using the standard output or error as alter-
native output destinations, interchangeable with other OutputStream objects.
Two other useful facilities from class System are provided by methods exit and gc.
The former can be invoked to terminate the ongoing execution and return an integer
value to the environment. The latter forces the execution of the garbage collector.
4.5. Wrappers of STL
The Java collections framework is one of the main enhancements of Java 2 over
the previous Java library. It is very similar in spirit to the Standard Template Library
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(STL) de9ned by C++, so that it is quite easy to wrap the latter, making its interface
compliant with Cjj and similar to Java’s.
The Java collections framework allows di0erent collections of objects (containers,
in the C++ jargon) to work similarly and to interoperate. It includes support for
associative maps. Algorithms working on collections and maps are also provided.
The interfaces that are implemented by the collection framework include the
Collection, the List, the Set and the SortedSet. Interface Collection is at
the top of the hierarchy and allows handling groups of objects, by declaring meth-
ods such as add, contains, and remove. List extends Collection to handle se-
quences, while Set and SortedSet, also deriving from Collection, are employed
to ensure that unique elements (possibly ordered) are recorded. To cycle through the
elements in a collection an iterator, i.e., an object implementing either the Iterator
or the ListIterator interface, can be exploited. Method iterator from the interface
Collection returns an iterator, by which the object collection can be traversed.
The implementations of the Collection interface that are provided with the Java
library include class LinkedList, based on the classical linked-list data structure,
and class ArrayList, supporting dynamic arrays. Both implement the List interface.
Class HashSet and class TreeSet implement the Set interface using respectively a
hash table and a tree for storage.
Associative maps are aimed at storing associations between keys and values. They
are described by the Map interface, which declares methods such as put(Object key,
Object value), get(Object key), and entrySet( ), which returns all key=value
pairs inserted in the map. A SortedMap interface is also de9ned to ensure that entries
are maintained ordered.
Among the classes implementing the Map interface, classes HashMap and TreeMap
are widely used. They are, respectively, based on a hash table and on a tree for data
storage.
Wrapping STL classes to implement the collection framework in Cjj is straightfor-
ward, since there is a direct correspondence with Java classes. Class LinkedList can
be obtained by wrapping the STL class list, while the ArrayList can be based on
the STL vector. Classes HashMap and TreeMap can be implemented by exploiting
STL classes hash map and map, while hash set and set can be employed for the
two variants of sets, HashSet and TreeSet. The implementation of the Iterator
interface can be derived from the iterator provided by STL.
Several algorithms are provided by the Java library as static methods within the
class Collections. They are conceived to work on collections of objects. Some of
them require that an object implementing the Comparator interface be passed as ar-
gument. The purpose of such interface is to make method compare available, so that
it can be invoked by generic algorithms which require an order relationship on the
objects in the collection. The methods that can be found in class Collections in-
clude binarySearch, performing a search of a value in an ordered List, max and
min returning maximum and minimum element, and sort to order the elements in the
collection. They correspond pretty well to the following generic algorithms de9ned by
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STL: binary search, max, min and sort, so that it is possible to wrap the latter and
obtain a set of methods that are Cjj compliant and adhere to the architecture of the
Java library.
4.6. Hello world
Although it is a very simple program, Hello world requires the availability of sev-
eral features from the Cjj support library that has been discussed in the previous
sections. Since it prints a string, a minimal implementation of the String class is
necessary. The one depicted in Fig. 2 includes a constructor accepting an array of
char as parameter, so that constants of type string can be handled. The internal rep-
resentation chosen for this implementation of class String exploits C++ pointers to
char. A valid alternative would have been wrapping class string from the C++
standard library. Class PrintStream is declared friend to class String, because
it needs to access the internal representation of strings to perform formatted output
operations.
The package io contains classes responsible for input and output. The sketched
class hierarchy corresponds to the one in the Java library. Classes InputStream and
OutputStream contain a pointer to C++ istream and ostream objects, respectively,
thus wrapping the functionalities of the two C++ classes and o0ering the interface
methods that Cjj users expect from them. Class PrintStream descends (indirectly)
from OutputStream. Constructors of classes InputStream and PrintStream with,
respectively, istream and ostream parameters are private and their usage is limited
to the friend classes only. Speci9cally, the friend class System exploits such con-
structors to properly re-direct the operations in the package io to the standard input,
output and error. The println method in class PrintStream exploits its ostream
attribute and the associated put-to operator to perform a formatted output of the string
parameter.
Finally, the minimal implementation of the class System includes the declaration
and de9nition of the static public members in, out and err. In particular, the Hello
world application requires that System::out be available, so as to direct its message
to the standard output. This mini-implementation of the Cjj library is su5cient to
write the Hello world program. It also contains the basic skeleton that more complex
applications may require.
The Cjj library classes described above are a necessary layer separating STL from
Cjj. Their role is to con9ne all direct accesses to STL in a single layer, which o0ers
a purely Cjj interface to programmers. Being mediators between two di0erent worlds,
STL and Cjj, they cannot be compliant with Cjj constraints. Actually, friend classes
are declared, the put-to operator is exploited and pointers are dereferenced. However,
this is allowed and is expected to occur, in that the Cjj library has to bridge the
gap between Cjj and C++, and therefore has also to access C++ low level features
and standard library facilities. Consequently, all non compliances are limited to such
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Fig. 2. Minimal implementation of the Cjj library classes required by the Hello World program.
library classes and Cjj programmers can employ them to write applications that are
fully adherent to Cjj.
Fig. 3 contains the implementation of the Hello world program in Cjj. The bottom
main function is the program driver that has to be included just to start execution,
as discussed with reference to RJ 20. The class HelloWorld contains only the static
public method main. Inside method main, the standard output from the class System is
accessed to invoke its println method. In fact, the 9eld out is of type PrintStream*.
The message to be printed is a String object that is created dynamically via the new
operator, by exploiting the String constructor that is compatible with string constants.
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Fig. 3. Working Hello world example, written in Cjj.
Fig. 4. Simpli9ed version of the C++ language model.
5. Constraint veri!cation tool
The tool developed to check the adherence of a source program to the Cjj language
is an extension of the RuleChecker tool developed to check the coding conventions of
the Alice experiment at CERN [14]. The extension consists in the implementation of
new rules corresponding to the Cjj constraints. RuleChecker is not public domain. It
can be distributed only to institutions collaborating with ITC-irst.
RuleChecker parses an input C++ program and builds a net of objects associated
with syntactic entities and relations encountered in the code. Such analysis is based
on a very general model of the C++ language, that can be easily extended in an
incremental way. A simpli9ed version of this model is represented in Fig. 4, using the
UML notation.
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Each class in the diagram represents an entity of a C++ program: the class Module
corresponds to the modules composing the program. The set of classes, global variables
and functions that can be contained in a module are modelled as aggregations, respec-
tively, of instances of the classes Variable, Class and Function. In addition, the local
variables in a function are modelled through an aggregation with the class Variable,
while the methods and 9elds in an instance of Class are represented, respectively, as
aggregations of objects of class Method and Variable. As in the case of functions,
the local variables of a method are expressed as an aggregation of objects of class
Variable.
The class Variable occurs in more than one aggregation playing each time a di0erent
role. It plays the role locals when representing the local variables of methods and
functions, the role of globals when representing the global variables and 9nally the
role elds for the 9elds of a class.
Two associations are then used to model the entities corresponding to the imple-
mentation 9le (i.e. the 9le in which the methods are implemented) and the set of
required header 9les. Classes used to model other entities, such as the types de9ned
using typedef statements, are not reported in the diagram.
The tool is composed by two main parts. The 9rst, which was designed to analyze
C++ programs, is represented by the logical package analysis. The second, realized by
the package rules, is devoted to checking the constraints using the information gathered
by the 9rst component. While the latter component is application speci9c, the former
is a very general package which can be employed by several di0erent applications, one
of which is RuleChecker.
The package analysis is divided into two packages: entities and syntax. The 9rst
contains the model of the C++ language, i.e. all the classes modelling C++ program
entities (Fig. 4). The syntactic analysis of an input 9le is performed by the classes
PreCPPParser and CPPParser from the second package, syntax. The class PreCPP-
Parser performs a pre9ltering necessary to the CPPParser, which populates the model
of the language with all the entities found in the input 9les.
The classes in the syntax package are automatically generated by the tool JavaCC. 2
Given an input grammar, JavaCC generates a java class implementing a top down parser
for that grammar. The C++ grammar used for this work was evolved from that freely
distributed with JavaCC according to the grammar speci9cations in [16].
Finally, the package rules contains the class RuleChecker and a set of classes imple-
menting the Cjj constraints. After creating an instance of each rule, RuleChecker runs
the corresponding check method. Each method veri9es whether the entities produced
by CPPParser comply with the constraint implemented by the rule or not. When the
constraint is violated, a message is printed to the output stream.
The pseudocode of the method check for constraint RJ 42 (forbidding the use of
global functions and variables) is reported in Fig. 5. The method asks the CPPParser
2 JavaCC—the Java Parser Generator—is a Sun Microsystems’ product, now distributed and supported by
Metamata.
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Fig. 5. Pseudocode for the check method implementing constraint RJ 42.
for all the Module objects created during the parsing of the input program. Each module
is then requested for instances of class Function and Variable (with the role globals);
in case the number of these objects is di0erent from zero, a suitable message is printed
to the standard output.
All Cjj constraints are implementable, i.e., an automatic veri9cation, sometimes par-
tial (as, e.g., for RJ 8), of their respect can be performed. Some of the implementable
constraints require an extension of the C++ language model, such as adding new
entities or enriching the information that classes contain. Six of those directly imple-
mentable have already been coded and can be executed on candidate Cjj programs.
6. Conclusion
Java programming o0ers several advantages over C++ programming, deriving from
the clean and elegant design of the language. On the contrary, C++ inherits from C
many of its more dangerous features, which can lead to the production of low quality
code and can make understanding, maintenance and testing extremely di5cult.
A set of constraints was introduced on the usage of the C++ language so as to
make it compliant with the Java programming style. The result is Cjj, a subset of
C++, which enforces a discipline in the available language constructs and induces a
Java-like coding style. This can be achieved without renouncing to the performances
of C++, and to the legacy code and libraries written in such a language.
The nature of the mapping between Java and C++ constructs allows a local veri9-
cation of the associated constraints. In fact, such constraints are referred to individual
or small groups of statements. A tool, RuleChecker, is under development for their
automatic veri9cation. An input program is considered a legal Cjj program if it com-
piles (i.e., it is a legal C++ program) and if RuleChecker does not produce any Cjj
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constraint violation as output. The adoption of Cjj requires that all basic library classes
are available, so that programmers are not forced to violate Cjj by the C++ library
in use. A Cjj programming environment is currently under development, aiming at
wrapping the C++ standard library to provide its functionalities with an interface that
adheres to Cjj and parallels that o0ered by the Java library.
Cjj does not prescribe explicitly an alignment of its utility library with the Java
standard library, and any library o0ering an interface—or wrapped by a set of classes
with an interface—compliant with Cjj is acceptable. However, if the adopted library can
be directly mapped to the standard Java library, and vice versa, the translation of Cjj
code into Java and from Java to Cjj becomes straightforward. In fact, the restrictions
on the C++ syntax enforced by Cjj make it easy to transform each Cjj programming
construct into a Java equivalent (and back from Java to Cjj), and the only remaining
problems are related to the libraries in use.
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Appendix A. Implementation of a binary search tree
The following implementation of a Binary Search Tree, given both in Java and in
Cjj, allows the insertion of generic objects in a tree structure that keeps them ordered.
Inserted objects can be searched or printed according to their ordering. To pose no
restriction on the kind of objects that are manipulated, the interface Comparable is
de9ned, declaring the only operation required by the Binary Search Tree: a comparison
method, returning a negative integer value if the 9rst object precedes the second one,
zero if they are equal and a positive integer if the 9rst object follows the second
one. Any consistent set of objects implementing the Comparable interface can be kept
ordered by means of the Binary Search Tree. The utility class String, implements the
Comparable interface (in Cjj as well as in Java), so that String objects can be inserted
into the tree. The main method in the following implementations gives an example of
tree construction, visit and search, in which ordered objects are of type String. The
utility classes required by the Cjj implementation are provided in the last section of
the appendix.
A.1. Java code
9le BinaryTree.java
class BinaryTree {
private BinaryTreeNode root;
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public BinaryTree() {
root = null;
}
public void print() {
if (root != null)
root.print();
}
public void search(Comparable x) {
if (root == null)
return;
BinaryTreeNode n = root.search(x);
if (n == null)
System.out.println("Not found: " + x);
else
System.out.println("Found: " + x);
}
public void insert(BinaryTreeNode z) {
if (root == null)
root = z;
else
root.insert(z);
}
public static void main(String args[]) {
BinaryTree tree;
BinaryTreeNode node;
tree = new BinaryTree();
tree.insert(new BinaryTreeNode("bb"));
tree.insert(new BinaryTreeNode("aa"));
tree.insert(new BinaryTreeNode("dd"));
tree.insert(new BinaryTreeNode("cc"));
tree.insert(new BinaryTreeNode("ee"));
tree.print();
tree.search("zz");
tree.search("bb");
}
}
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9le BinaryTreeNode.java
class BinaryTreeNode {
private BinaryTreeNode left;
private BinaryTreeNode right;
private Comparable obj;
public BinaryTreeNode(Comparable x) {
obj = x;
left = null;
right = null;
}
public void print() {
if (left != null)
left.print();
System.out.println(obj);
if (right != null)
right.print();
}
public BinaryTreeNode search(Comparable x) {
if (x.compareTo(obj) == 0)
return this;
if (x.compareTo(obj) < 0)
if (left == null)
return null;
else
return left.search(x);
else
if (right == null)
return null;
else
return right.search(x);
}
public void insert(BinaryTreeNode z) {
if (z.obj.compareTo(obj) == 0) // already present
return;
if (z.obj.compareTo(obj) < 0)
if (left == null)
left = z;
else
left.insert(z);
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else
if (right == null)
right = z;
else
right.insert(z);
}
}
A.2. Cjj code
9le BinaryTree.h
#ifndef BINARY_TREE_H
#define BINARY_TREE_H
#include "Object.h"
#include "BinaryTreeNode.h"
#include "String.h"
#include "Comparable.h"
class BinaryTree: public Object {
private:
BinaryTreeNode* root;
public:
BinaryTree();
virtual void print();
virtual void search(Comparable* x);
virtual void insert(BinaryTreeNode* z);
static void main(int args_length, String* args[]);
};
#endif
9le BinaryTree.cc
#include "BinaryTree.h"
#include "System.h"
#include "String.h"
#include "Comparable.h"
BinaryTree::BinaryTree() {
root = 0;
}
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void BinaryTree::print() {
if (root != 0)
root->print();
}
void BinaryTree::search(Comparable* x) {
if (root == 0)
return;
BinaryTreeNode* n = root->search(x);
if (n == 0)
System::out->println((new String("Not found: "))
->concat(x->toString()));
else
System::out->println((new String("Found: "))
->concat(x->toString()));
}
void BinaryTree::insert(BinaryTreeNode* z) {
if (root == 0)
root = z;
else
root->insert(z);
}
void BinaryTree::main(int args_length, String* args[]) {
BinaryTree* tree;
BinaryTreeNode* node;
tree = new BinaryTree();
tree->insert(new BinaryTreeNode(new String("bb")));
tree->insert(new BinaryTreeNode(new String("aa")));
tree->insert(new BinaryTreeNode(new String("dd")));
tree->insert(new BinaryTreeNode(new String("cc")));
tree->insert(new BinaryTreeNode(new String("ee")));
tree->print();
tree->search(new String("zz"));
tree->search(new String("bb"));
}
void main(int argc, char* argv[]) {
int av_length = argc - 1;
String** av = new String*[av_length];
for (int i = 0 ; i < av_length ; i++)
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av[i] = new String(argv[i+1]);
BinaryTree::main(av_length, av);
}
9le BinaryTreeNode.h
#ifndef BINARY_TREE_NODE_H
#define BINARY_TREE_NODE_H
#include "Comparable.h"
class BinaryTreeNode;
class BinaryTreeNode: public Object {
private:
BinaryTreeNode* left;
BinaryTreeNode* right;
Comparable* obj;
public:
BinaryTreeNode(Comparable* x);
virtual void print();
virtual BinaryTreeNode* search(Comparable* x);
virtual void insert(BinaryTreeNode* z);
};
#endif
9le BinaryTreeNode.cc
#include "BinaryTreeNode.h"
#include "System.h"
#include "Object.h"
#include "Comparable.h"
BinaryTreeNode::BinaryTreeNode(Comparable* x) {
obj = x;
left = 0;
right = 0;
}
void BinaryTreeNode::print() {
if (left != 0)
left->print();
System::out->println(obj->toString());
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if (right != 0)
right->print();
}
BinaryTreeNode* BinaryTreeNode::search(Comparable* x) {
if (x->compareTo(obj) == 0)
return this;
if (x->compareTo(obj) < 0)
if (left == 0)
return 0;
else
return left->search(x);
else
if (right == 0)
return 0;
else
return right->search(x);
}
void BinaryTreeNode::insert(BinaryTreeNode* z) {
if (z->obj->compareTo(obj) == 0) // already present
return;
if (z->obj->compareTo(obj) < 0)
if (left == 0)
left = z;
else
left->insert(z);
else
if (right == 0)
right = z;
else
right->insert(z);
}
A.3 Cjj utility classes
9le Object.h
#ifndef OBJECT_H
#define OBJECT_H
class String;
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class Object {
public:
virtual String* toString();
};
#endif
9le Object.cc
#include "Object.h"
#include "String.h"
String* Object::toString() {
return new String("anObject");
}
9le Comparable.h
#ifndef COMPARABLE_H
#define COMPARABLE_H
#include "Object.h"
/* interface */ class Comparable: public Object {
public:
virtual int compareTo(Object* x) = 0;
};
#endif
9le String.h
#ifndef STRING_H
#define STRING_H
#include <strings.h>
#include "Object.h"
#include "Comparable.h"
class String: public Comparable {
char* charpRep;
public:
String(char c[]) { charpRep = c; }
virtual String* toString() { return this; };
virtual int compareTo(Object* x)
{ return strcmp(charpRep, ((String*)x)->charpRep); }
virtual String* concat(String* s)
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{ String* res = new String(strdup(charpRep));
strcat(res->charpRep, s->charpRep);
return res; }
friend class PrintStream;
};
#endif
9le InputStream.h
#ifndef INPUT_STREAM_H
#define INPUT_STREAM_H
class InputStream: public Object {
istream* is;
InputStream(istream* i) { is = i; }
public:
InputStream();
friend class System;
};
#endif
9le OutputStream.h
#ifndef OUTPUT_STREAM_H
#define OUTPUT_STREAM_H
#include <fstream.h>
#include "Object.h"
class OutputStream: public Object {
protected:
ostream* os;
};
#endif
9le PrintStream.h
#ifndef PRINT_STREAM_H
#define PRINT_STREAM_H
#include "OutputStream.h"
#include "String.h"
class PrintStream: public OutputStream {
PrintStream(ostream* o) { os = o; }
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public:
PrintStream(OutputStream* o);
void println(String* s) {
*os << s->charpRep << endl;
}
friend class System;
};
#endif
9le System.h
#ifndef SYSTEM_H
#define SYSTEM_H
#include "PrintStream.h"
#include "InputStream.h"
class System: public Object {
public:
static PrintStream* out;
static PrintStream* err;
static InputStream* in;
};
#endif
9le System.cc
#include "System.h"
#include "PrintStream.h"
PrintStream* System::out = new PrintStream(&cout);
PrintStream* System::err = new PrintStream(&cerr);
InputStream* System::in = new InputStream(&cin);
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